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Abstract
Overdispersed black-box variational inference employs importance sampling to reduce the variance
of the Monte Carlo gradient in black-box variational inference. A simple overdispersed proposal distribution is used. This paper aims to investigate
how to adaptively obtain better proposal distribution for lower variance. To this end, we directly
approximate the optimal proposal in theory using a
Monte Carlo moment matching step at each variational iteration. We call this adaptive proposal moment matching proposal (MMP). Experimental results on two Bayesian models show that the MMP
can effectively reduce variance in black-box learning, and perform better than baseline inference algorithms.

1

Introduction

Variational inference (VI) [Jordan, 1999; Wainwright and Jordan, 2008] is an effective approximating inference algorithm
for intractable posterior distributions of probabilistic models,
an alternative to Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). In contrast to MCMC, VI tends to be faster, and it has been applied
to many popular Bayesian models, such as factorial models
[Ghahramani and Jordan, 1997] and topic models [Blei et al.,
2003; Blei and Lafferty, 2007].
The basic idea of VI is that it first defines a family of
variational distributions, and then transforms the posterior inference into an optimization with respect to the variational
parameters. The commonly used objective is the KullbackLeibler divergence between the variational distribution and
the true posterior.
In some settings (e.g., conditionally conjugate models), VI
can be easily solved by coordinate ascent, where one can
derive the updating equations of variational parameters analytically. However, for many complex models the variational optimization becomes difficult, and we have to design
model-specific updating strategies, e.g., numerical quadrature [Honkela and Valpola, 2004], alternative bounds [Blei
and Lafferty, 2007], and Laplace approximation [Wang and
∗
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Blei, 2013]. Such model-specific derivations make variational computations expensive, especially for the users that have
no acquaintance with variational methods.
To make VI more practical, the researchers developed a
variety of black-box extensions of VI, which can be directly
applied to a wider range of models [Paisley et al., 2012; Ranganath et al., 2014; Kingma and Welling, 2014; Titsias and
Lazaro-Gredilla, 2015; Knowles, 2015; Ruiz et al., 2016b;
Mnih and Rezende, 2016]. These extensions optimize the
variational parameters following the spirit of stochastic optimization. They form noisy gradients by using Monte Carlo
samples, leading to model-independent derivations. Such optimization will converge to a local optimum, since the noisy
Monte Carlo gradients are unbiased estimators for the true
gradients.
To the best of our knowledge, there exist two primary ways
of forming Monte Carlo gradients, the log-derivative trick
[Ranganath et al., 2014] and the reparameterization trick [Kingma and Welling, 2014]. In this work, we are interested
in the former one since it is more generic. Its basic idea is
that first derives an expectation form of the gradient of the
variational objective using the log-derivative trick, and then
approximates the gradient using Monte Carlo samples from
the variational distribution. A prior art proposed by [Paisley et al., 2012] focuses on approximating the gradient of the
intractable terms in the variational objective. Further, blackbox variational inference (BBVI) [Ranganath et al., 2014] directly forms the Monte Carlo estimator for the full gradient.
This BBVI is generic and feasible for many models, however, the variance of the Monte Carlo gradient may be too
large to be useful. This often leads to slower convergence
and even worse approximations. A recent algorithm, namely overdispersed black-box variational inference (O-BBVI)
[Ruiz et al., 2016b], uses importance sampling for variance
reduction, suggesting a simple overdispersed proposal distribution that has heavier tails than the variational distribution.
It yields lower variance than the standard BBVI and therefore
leads to more precise optimization.
The variance reduction effects of O-BBVI mainly depend
on the type of the proposal distribution. In this paper, we
aim to further investigate how to obtain a better proposal
than the overdispersed proposal used in O-BBVI. Actually, previous importance sampling literatures [Owen, 2013;
Rubinstein and Kroese, 2016] show us that the unnormalized
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density of the optimal proposal is known, where “optimal”
means least variance estimator. Following this, at each iteration of the variational optimization we directly approximate
the current optimal proposal for the parameters of interest.
This is achieved by using a Monte Carlo moment matching
step, so that we call the proposed black-box proposal moment
matching proposal (MMP). For more precise MMPs, we use
a moving average across variational iterations to approximate
the MMPs.
We studied the proposed MMPs on two Bayesian models.
Both synthetic and real world data sets are used in the empirical evaluations. Experimental results show that the MMPs
can reduce the variance than the standard O-BBVI with the
overdispersed proposal, and perform better.than baseline algorithms.

2

Background

We first review variational inference [Jordan, 1999; Wainwright and Jordan, 2008],and then introduce black-box variational inference [Ranganath et al., 2014] and overdispersed
black-box variational inference [Ruiz et al., 2016b].

2.1

Variational Inference

Consider a probabilistic model that involves observations x,
hidden variables θ and a prior distribution p(θ|λ0 ). The joint
distribution of this model is:
p(x, θ|λ0 ) = p(θ|λ0 )

N
Y

p(xn |θ)

n=1

What we commonly concern is the posterior distribution of
hidden variables, i.e., p (θ|x, λ0 ). However, for many models
it is intractable to compute. Variational inference (VI) is a
popular approximate inference algorithm.
In VI, we first posit a simple variational
family of distribu
b
tions over hidden variables q θ|λ with variational paramb and then find the optimal member of the variational
eters λ,
family that minimizes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
to the true posterior [Jordan, 1999; Wainwright and Jordan,
2008]:
  

b ||p (θ|x, λ0 )
min KL q θ|λ
q

This minimization is equivalent to maximizing a lower bound
of the log marginal likelihood of the observations, i.e., evidence lower bound (ELBO), leading to a variational objective
b
with respect to λ:
h
 i
∧
b =
b
L(λ)
Eq log p (x, θ|λ0 ) − log q θ|λ
(1)
b
where Eq [·] is the expectation with respect to q(θ|λ).

2.2

Black-box Variational Inference

For conditionally conjugate models, we can optimize the variational objective of Eq.1 using coordinate ascent in closed
form [Ghahramani and Beal, 2001]. However, for many complex models, e.g., non-conjugate models, there is no analytic
solution.
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Black-box variational inference (BBVI) [Ranganath et al.,
2014] is a generic approximate inference algorithm that can
be directly applied to a wider range of models. BBVI is
built on stochastic optimization [Robbins and Monro, 1951],
where it optimizes the variational objective by forming Monte
Carlo gradients. This is achieved by transforming the gradib into an expectation form using the log-derivative
ent of L(λ)
trick [Williams, 1992]:
∇λb L = Eq [f (θ)]

(2)

where
 
 
b log p (x, θ|λ0 ) − log q θ|λ
b
f (θ) = ∇λb log q θ|λ
Then approximate this expectation using Monte Carlo samb
ples θs from the variational distribution q(θ|λ):
∇λb L ≈

S
1X
f (θs )
S s=1

 
b
θs ∼ q θ|λ

(3)

where S is the number of Monte Carlo samples.
We easily identify that the expectation of the noisy gradient
b giving the following
is equivalent to the true gradient of L(λ),
b with a step size ρ:
update of λ
bt+1 ← λ
b t + ρt ∇ b L
λ
λt

(4)

This update process guarantees to converge to a local maxib if the step size ρ satisfies the Robbins-Monro
mum of L(λ),
conditions [Robbins and Monro, 1951].
∞
X
t=1

2.3

ρt = ∞,

∞
X

ρ2t < ∞

t=1

Overdispersed Black-box Variational
Inference

A potential danger of BBVI is that the Monte Carlo gradient
may suffer from high variance, resulting in slower convergence and even worse approximations.
Overdispersed black-box variational inference (O-BBVI)
[Ruiz et al., 2016b] aims to reduce the variance of Monte
Carlo gradients in BBVI. The main idea is to employ importance sampling. In O-BBVI, the gradient is rewritten by the
following expectation form:

  
b
q θ|λ
f (θ)
(5)
∇λb L = Er 
r (θ)
where r(θ) is the proposal distribution. Then it can form
noisy gradients with Monte Carlo samples from the proposal
distribution:


b
S q θ s |λ
X
1
f (θs )
θs ∼ r(θ) (6)
∇λb L ≈
S s=1 r (θs )
The importance sampling trick works well when an appropriate proposal distribution is used. O-BBVI constrains that
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b is in the exponential famithe variational distribution q(θ|λ)
ly:
 

 
b = exp T (θ)T λ
b−A λ
b
q θ|λ
(7)
b are the vectors of sufficient statisticwhere T (θ) and A(λ)
s and the log normalization constant, respectively; and here
b denotes the natural parameter. It then defines the proposλ
al distribution that is in the same exponential family with a
dispersion parameter τ [Jorgensen, 1987]:
!
T b


T (θ) λ
b τ
r (θ) = exp
− A λ,
(8)
τ
The dispersion parameter τ is set to be greater than 1 (i.e.,
τ ≥ 1), leading to an overdispersed proposal distribution with
heavier tails that is closer to the optimal proposal distribution
discussed in [Owen, 2013].

3

Adaptive Optimal Proposal

In terms of importance sampling, the type of the proposal distribution that is used highly influences variance reduction effects. We aim to further investigate how to set better proposals beyond the overdispersed proposal in O-BBVI.
Reviewing the expectation form with importance sampling in Eq.5, the optimal proposal arrives at [Owen, 2013;
Rubinstein and Kroese, 2016]:
 
b |f (θ)|
r∗ (θ) ∝ q θ|λ
(9)
Unfortunately, this optimal proposal r∗ (θ) is not easy to use
in black-box learning. That is because (1) its normalization
constant is often intractable to compute; and (2) more importantly, the model-specific term f (θ) makes the proposal
“black-box” by no means. That is why O-BBVI alienates
such form.
In this work, we attempt to directly approximate the optimal proposal of Eq.9 under black-box learning, and then
improve O-BBVI for Monte Carlo gradients with lower variance. An adaptive proposal method, namely moment matching proposal (MMP), is proposed.

3.1

Moment Matching Proposal

The spirit of our MMP is to use a black-box moment matching step that directly approximates the optimal importance
proposal r∗ (θ) of Eq.9. In more detail, we posit a simple family of distributions r̈(θ|η̈), and then find the optimal member
of this family as an approximation to r∗ (θ), using the moment
matching computations:
Er∗ [T (θ)] = Er̈ [T (θ)]

(10)

We call the family r̈(θ|η̈) moment matching approximation
with parameter η̈.
For example, we can define the moment matching approximation by a multivariate Gaussian
n
owith mean µ̈ and covariance matrix Σ̈, i.e., η̈ = µ̈, Σ̈ . By setting T (θ) =

θ, θθT , we can find an optimal Gaussian approximation
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r̈(θ|µ̈, Σ̈) to r∗ (θ) using the following moment matching
computations:
µ̈ = Er∗ [θ]


Σ̈ = Er∗ θθT − µ̈µ̈T
The central issue of this approximating process is the computation of the moments with respect to r∗ (θ). Because the
target proposal r∗ (θ) involves model-specific terms, we resort
to a black-box step to compute its moments.
Reviewing Eq.9, we can rearrange the moment of r∗ (θ) by
an expectation form with respect to the variational distribution:
Z
1  b
Er∗ [T (θ)] =
q θ|λ |f (θ)| T (θ) dθ
Z


1
= Eq
|f (θ)| T (θ)
(11)
Z
where Z denotes the normalization constant of r∗ (θ). This
normalization Z can also be represented by an expectation
form with respect to the variational distribution:
Z  
b |f (θ)| dθ = Eq [|f (θ)|]
Z = q θ|λ
(12)
Combining Eq.11 and Eq.12 leads to a new transformation of
the concerned moment:
Eq [|f (θ)| T (θ)]
(13)
Er∗ [T (θ)] =
Eq [|f (θ)|]
Using this transformation, we can compute a noisy Monte
Carlo moment with samples from the variational distribution:
M
P

Er∗ [T (θ)] ≈

|f (θm )| T (θm )
 
b
θm ∼ q θ|λ

m=1
M
P

|f (θm )|

m=1

(14)
where M is the number of Monte Carlo samples.
We call the above noisy Monte Carlo moment (MCmoment). Using such noisy moment, we can easily reach the
MMP r̈(θ|η̈), which is a black-box approximation to the true
optimal proposal described in Eq.9. Additionally, we declare
that the setting of the moment matching approximation type is
very feasible. One can use the prior distribution of the hidden
variable θ, the Gaussian and any other popular distribution.

3.2

Moving Average of Monte Carlo Moments

Since the MMP estimation is an additional step for computing the importance sampling gradient at each iteration of OBBVI, we would be inclined to use a small number (i.e., M)
of samples to estimate the MC-moment in Eq.14. Unfortunately, this may make the variance of the MC-moment very
large, resulting in inaccurate MMPs in practice.
We address this problem by approximating the Monte Carlo moments with moving averages across iterations. For each
iteration t, we update the Monte Carlo moment by

1 − P1 gbt−1 + P1 gt
gbt
Er∗ [T (θ)] ≈
=
(15)

b
ht
1− 1 b
ht−1 + 1 ht
P

P
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where P is the iteration window size; and gt and ht are the
Monte Carlo approximations of the current iteration as follows:
M
1 X
gt = Eqt [|ft (θ)| T (θ)] ≈
|ft (θm )| T (θm )
M m=1

ht = Eqt [T (θ)] ≈

M
1 X
T (θm )
M m=1



bt (16)
θm ∼ qt θ|λ
We call this new noisy moving average Monte Carlo moment (AMC-moment).

3.3

Algorithm Outline

We briefly outline the full algorithm of O-BBVI with MMPs in Algorithm 1. Actually, we have employed the RaoBlackwellization and control variates as described in [Ranganath et al., 2014; Ruiz et al., 2016b]. Due to the space
limit, we omit details in this paper.
Algorithm 1 O-BBVI with MMPs
b randomly
1: Initialize the variational parameter λ
2: While algorithm has not converged do
3:
Compute the AMC-moments using Eq.15
4:
Compute the MMPs following Eq.10
5:
Compute the Monte Carlo gradient ∇λb L using Eq.6
b using Eq.4
6:
Update the variational parameter λ
7: End

3.4

5

Discussion

Reviewing Eq.10, the MMP is the member of the moment
matching approximation r̈(θ|η̈), whose moments are equivalent to the corresponding moments of the optimal proposal
r∗ (θ) in Eq.9. If the moment matching approximation r̈(θ|η̈)
is in the exponential family, the MMP becomes the optimal
distribution that minimizes the KL-divergence between r∗ (θ)
and r̈(θ|η̈) [Bishop, 2006]:
min KL (r∗ (θ) ||r̈ (θ|η̈))
r̈

Actually, this minimization follows the spirit of expectation
propagation [Minka, 2001; Minka and Lafferty, 2002]. We
know that the approximation computed by expectation propagation often tends to represent the target distribution’s mode
with large mass [Minka, 2005], That is, our MMP will tend
to have heavier tails to some extent. In the framework of OBBVI, this is often helpful for the importance sampling step
[Ruiz et al., 2016b].

4

derivative of the intractable term by Monte Carlo integration,
and then obtain a full gradient that is noisy but unbiased. In
this sense, BBVI is a generalization of SSVI, where it directly forms Monte Carlo gradients of the ELBO, instead of
the intractable term. To reduce the variance of Monte Carlo
gradients, O-BBVI [Ruiz et al., 2016b] uses the importance
sampling with an overdispersed proposal distribution that is
heavy tailed. In contrast, the proposed MMP can adaptively
approach the optimal proposal distribution, leading to lower
variance.
Another line of black-box variational extensions is based
on the reparameterization trick, including auto-encoding variational Bayes (AEVB) [Kingma and Welling, 2014] and some
recent algorithms [Burda et al., 2016; Mnih and Rezende,
2016] using Monte Carlo variational objectives. The key
idea is to use a transformation of a simple random variable by a differentiable mapping function. Empirically,
the reparameterization-based inference algorithms often yield
lower variance, but they are not as generally applicable. That
is because for many distributions of interest (e.g., Gamma and Dirichlet distributions), there are no available mapping functions. Auxiliary methods [Ruiz et al., 2016a;
Maddison et al., 2017; Jang et al., 2017; Naesseth et al.,
2017] are often needed to leverage the reparameterization
trick.

Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, the stochastic search VI (SSVI)
[Paisley et al., 2012] is an early black-box inference algorithm for non-conjugate models. In SSVI, the variational ELBO is divided into a tractable term and an intractable term.
By using the log-derivative trick, one can approximate the
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Empirical Study

We have described an adaptive proposal, namely MMP, for
the importance sampling step in O-BBVI. In this section,
we evaluate the performance O-BBVI with MMPs (abbr. OBBVI-MMP) on two Bayesian models, including Mixture of
Gaussians and Bayesian logistic regression [Jaakkola and Jordan, 1997].
We choose three black-box inference algorithms as baselines, including BBVI [Ranganath et al., 2014], O-BBVI
[Ruiz et al., 2016b] and AEVB [Kingma and Welling, 2014].

5.1

Mixture of Gaussians

Mixture of Gaussians is a linear combination of K Gaussian
bases. It generates each observation by first drawing a Gaussian base zn from the mixture proportion π, and then drawing
the observation xn ∈ RD from the corresponding Gaussian
bases N (µzn , Σzn ). We place a Gaussian prior with mean µ0
and covariance Σ0 on all K Gaussian means µ1:K . For simplicity, all K variances Σ1:K are fixed as the identity matrix
ID . The generative process of the model is as follows:
1. For k = 1, · · · , K
(a) Draw a mean parameter µk ∼ N (µ0 , Σ0 )
2. For n = 1, · · · , N
(a) Draw a Gaussian base zn ∼ M ultinomial(π)
(b) Draw an observation xn ∼ N (µzn , ID )
The joint probability of this mixture of Gaussians is::
p (x, µ, z|µ0 , Σ0 , π) =
K
Y
k=1

p (µk |µ0 , Σ0 )

N
Y
n=1

p (zn |π) p (xn |µzn , ID )
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Figure 1: Results of different P values: (a) the ELBO (Higher is
better) and (b) averaged variance of Monte Carlo gradients (Lower
is better).

Figure 2: Results of mixture of Gaussians on synthetic data: (a) the
ELBO and (b) averaged variance of Monte Carlo gradients.

We wish to estimate the (intractable) posterior distribution
p (µ, z|x, µ0 , Σ0 , π).
Results of Synthetic Data
We will show empirical results of synthetic data of N =
10, 000 observations. We set that D = 8 and K =5. The
number of samples S are set to 32 and 16 for baseline algorithms and our algorithm, respectively. Specially, the sample
number M used in MMP estimation is set to 8. In this evaluation, we set the moment matching approximation to be the
prior distribution of µ, i.e., Gaussian prior.
Evaluation of the AMC-moment with different P values.
We first evaluate the iteration window size P of AMCmoments, which are used to estimate the MMPs.
The results of the ELBO and the averaged variance of
Monte Carlo gradients are shown in Figure 1. We can observe that as the value of P increases, the ELBO tends to be
higher and it converges faster. When P is set to 8, the averaged variance is lower than other P values, so that its ELBO
curve seems much more stable. In early experiments, we have
examined larger values of P, e.g., 16 and 32, and found that
the performance almost unchanged when P is greater than 8.
We have not shown the results of larger P values here.
We argue that this evaluation is helpful, since the results indicate that our method can work well using relatively smaller
P values (e.g., P = 8 here).
Comparison against baseline algorithms. We then compare O-BBVI-MMP against BBVI, the standard O-BBVI and
AEVB. For the standard O-BBVI, the dispersion parameters
of the overdispersed proposal are adaptively computed following the method in [Ruiz et al., 2016b]. For our O-BBVIMMP, the iteration window size P is set to 8.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 2. We can observe that the ELBO of O-BBVI-MMP is higher than those of
baseline algorithms. Additionally, the variance of O-BBVIMMP is lower than baseline algorithms. O-BBVI-MMP converges faster. The possible reason is that O-BBVI-MMP can
reach a low variance at the beginning of iterations, making
the convergence faster.
Results of Real-world Data
We then evaluate our method across two real-world data sets,
including a UCI data set Vote1 and an object data set COIL20. The Vote data set contains 435 votes for the U.S House
1

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html
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Figure 3: Results of mixture of Gaussians on the COIL-20 dataset:
(a) the ELBO and (b) averaged variance of Monte Carlo gradients.

of Representatives Congressmen on 16 key votes (i.e., 16dimensional features), divided into 2 classes. The COIL-20
data set contains 1,440 images, each with 1,024 pixels after
being resized. The images are divided into 20 classes.
Results of the ELBO and variance. Since the ELBO and
variance results of the two data sets are very similar, we only
show the results across the COIL-20 data set.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 3. We observe that O-BBVI-MMP outperforms all three baseline algorithms. More importantly, the improvement over O-BBVI
implies that the MMP can better approach the optimal proposal distribution. Besides, the variance of O-BBVI-MMP is
significantly lower than those of baseline algorithms. This is
consistent with the ELBO performance in Figure 3(a).
Results of clustering. We also evaluate the clustering results of mixture of Gaussians learnt by different inference algorithms. Two popular evaluation metrics are used, including
clustering accuracy (ACC) and normalized mutual information (NMI). The ACC is computed by:
PN
δ (yn , map (cn ))
ACC = n=1
N
where yn and cn are the true class label and estimated cluster label of xn , respectively; δ (·) is the indicator function;
and map (cd ) is the mapping function using the Hungarian
algorithm [Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1998]. The NMI is
computed by:
M I (Y, C)

N M I (Y, C) = p

H (Y ) H (C)

where Y and C are the true label set and the estimated cluster
label set, respectively; M I (Y, C) is the mutual information
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Metric BBVI

O-BBVI

AEVB

O-BBVIMMP

BBVI

O-BBVI

AEVB

O-BBVIMMP

ACC

0.826±0.05

0.831±0.04

0.833±0.05

0.837±0.03

0.978±0.03

0.979±0.02

0.981±0.04

0.983±0.01

NMI

0.363±0.02

0.364±0.02

0.371±0.04

0.371±0.01

ACC

0.683±0.03

0.692±0.02

0.690±0.04

0.695±0.02

NMI

0.769±0.04

0.776±0.02

0.784±0.03

0.783±0.01

Table 2: The results of the classification accuracy across a subset of
MNIST

Table 1: The clustering results across Vote (top section) and COIL20 (bottom section)

multivariate Gaussian:




b = N θ|b
b
q θ|b
µ, Σ
µ, Σ
b to be diagonal.
where we restrict the variational covariance Σ
We use a subset of the MNIST data set that includes all
14,283 examples from the digit classes 2 and 7, each with 784
pixels. The standard training set contains 12,223 examples
and the remaining 2,060 examples are used for testing.

Figure 4: Results of Bayesian Logistic Regression: (a) the ELBO,
(b) averaged variance of Monte Carlo gradients and (c) predictive
likelihood

of Y and C; and H (·) is the entropy. For both metrics, a
higher value indicates better performance.
The experimental results are shown in Table 1. Roughly,
we can see that O-BBVI-MMP achieves the best scores on
3/4 of settings. The clustering results indirectly indicate that
O-BBVI-MMP is more effective than baseline inference algorithms.

5.2

Bayesian Logistic Regression

Bayesian logistic regression is a popular non-conjugate model for binary classification. For each data point is a tuple {xn , yn }, where xn ∈ RD is the feature vector and
yn ∈ {−1, +1} the class label. In Bayesian logistic regression, the class label yn is drawn from a Bernoulli distribution
parameterized by σ(θT xn ), where θ ∈ RD is the weight vec∆
tor and σ(z) = (1 + exp(−z)) the logistic function. It often
places a Gaussian prior on the weight vector θ. Bayesian logistic regression assumes the following conditional process:
1. Draw the weight vector θ ∼ N (µ0 , Σ0 )
2. For each of the N data points with the feature vector xn
∼

(a) Draw
the
class
label  yn
Bernoulli σ −θT xn , σ θT xn

The joint probability of observed labels and the weight vector
is as follows::
p (y, θ|x, µ0 , Σ0 ) = p (θ|µ0 , Σ0 )

N
Y

σ yn θ T x n



Results of the ELBO, Variance and Predictive Likelihood
In this evaluation, we plot the ELBO and variance of the
Monte Carlo gradient across the training set, and the predictive likelihood across the test set.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 4. Again,
it can be seen that our O-BBVI-MMP performs better than
baseline inference algorithms on both ELBO and predictive
likelihood. The variance of O-BBVI-MMP is significantly
lower, so that it performs more stable and converges faster.
Surprisingly, in this evaluation even BBVI beats AEVB.
Results of Classification
Finally, we evaluate the classification results learnt by different inference algorithms. We train the models of Bayesian
logistic regression on the training images, and compute the
classification accuracy on the testing set. A higher accuracy
value implies better performance.
The experimental results are shown in Table 2. Our OBBVI-MMP achieves the best score of classification accuracy. The results further indicate that O-BBVI-MMP is more
effective indirectly.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we develop a moment matching proposal (MMP) method, which can adaptively compute the proposal distribution in O-BBVI. The idea behind MMP is to approximate
the optimal proposal in theory using a Monte Carlo moment matching step. We further improve the quality of MMPs
by moving average across variational iterations. Experimental results on two popular Bayesian models indicate that the
MMPs can effectively reduce variance in black-box learning,
and perform well.

n=1

We wish to estimate the posterior distribution
p(θ|y, x, µ0 , Σ0 ), and then use it to predict the class labels for future data points. Here, we use VI-based algorithms
to approximate the posterior p(θ|y, x, µ0 , Σ0 ). The variational distribution for the weight vector θ is a D-dimensional
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